vt alpha cameras

why?

see the unseen
Our VT Alpha cameras is our best selling range, completely modular and every product has been
designed to integrate with all our existing vehicle safety systems. Our Alpha range is perfect for
integration with our VT MONITORS and VT RECORD,

Our Alpha camera range is designed to work as a family of products, to fit every angle of the
vehicle with dedicated views, triggered by for example, reverse gear. Cameras provide a wider
angle of view than standard mirrors and are less likely to be damaged, whilst built-in LED’s offer
superior visibility in low light conditions.

highlights
make the invisible visible

ip68

versatile

no blindspots

robust

high quality visuals

Built to withstand the rigours
of daily life

Available in standard or
high definition

A camera suitable for all
types of applications

Vehicle camera systems are a huge improvement on the many mirrors needed to view vehicle
blind spots. The issue with relying on mirrors is that they can be damaged or knocked creating
further issue with blind spots.

Improve visibility
for safer driving

Camera monitor systems are used in a wide range of on- and off-road applications to meet a
host of health and safety and legislative requirements. We have designed our range to
compliment each other and to eliminate every possible blind spot to prevent costly vehicle
damage and, more importantly, save lives.

VT alpha wedge camera
The nearside blind spot is accountable for many collisions, aerodynamic in
design to fit on the side of your vehicle the VT ALPHA WEDGE camera
eliminates these types of blind spots. Durable but lightweight this
wide-angled view camera is built to withstand the rigours of daily life.

aerodynamic

safer driving

Specifically designed to
be fitted to the side of
the vehicle, perfect for
the nearside blind spot

Reduce the risk of side
swipe collisions

increases visibility
Greater visibility when turning

robust

compliant
Perfect for Direct Vision and
FORS standard

IP68 and IP69

clear image
Available in standard
and high definition

viewing angle
120° and 150°

vt alpha rear camera
Regardless of what machine or vehicle you are driving the rear blind spot is
a huge problem. Our VT ALPHA REAR camera provides drivers with an
invaluable visual aid to the surroundings of the rear of the vehicle. Robust
in design with a powder-coated metal casing this camera is a tough
dependable addition to your safety equipment.

tough
IP68

reduce accidents
Reduces vehicle damage and
accidents to the rear of the
vehicle

viewing angle
up to 150°

safe

clear images

Assists with safe and easier
manoeuvring

Available in standard
and high definition

robust
Powder coated metal
casing

retro fit
Can be fitted to most types
of vehicles

alpha BALL camera
Our VT ALPHA BALL camera allows you to make the invisible, visible, this
versatile camera is fitted within a saddle housing so it can be positioned
anywhere on the vehicle. Our best- selling wide-angle camera is available
in true or reverse image, standard or high definition giving you a full choice
of specifications to choose from.

TOUGH
IP68

reduce accidents
Reduces vehicle damage and
accidents.

viewing angle
Up to 150°

clear images

safe

Available in standard
and high definition

Assists with safe and easier
manoeuvring

robust
Powder coated metal
casing

retro fit
Can be fitted to most types
of vehicles

alpha NANO camera
This forward-facing miniature camera is one of our smallest compact
camera’s we offer. Unobtrusive in design VT ALPHA NANO is the perfect
internal camera suitable for sitting on the dashboard or on the roof of the
cab. This micro camera is easy to adjust by rotating within its housing to
ensure you position the view exactly where you need it.

ip rating
IP68

MINIATURE
Perfect for use internally within
the cab or dash.

viewing angle
Up to 150°

clear images

cctv

Available in standard
and high definition

Typically for recording and
vehicle CCTV purposes

retro fit
Can be fitted to most types
of vehicles

specification sheet - alpha wedge

specification sheet - alpha REAR

SEE THE UNSEEN

MAKING THE INVISIBLE VISIBLE

dimensions

dimensions

+

+

69mm

47mm
78mm

+

+
54mm

68mm

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

76mm

technical information STANDARD DEFINITION

technical information high DEFINITION

technical information STANDARD DEFINITION

SIGNAL FORMAT
PICTURE ELEMENTS

image sensor
tv system

ccd type
pixels

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION
SENSITIVITY
INFRARED SPECTRUM
INFRARED LED
INFRARED LED RANGE
MINIMUM ILLUMINATION
S/N RATIO
VIDEO OUTPUT
AGC
WHITE BALANCE
BACKLIGHT COMPENSATION
EXPOSURE MODE
ELECTRONIC SHUTTER
GAMMA CORRECTION
DAY/NIGHT
2D
LENS
LENS MOUNT
power supply
power consumption
Operation Temp
Dimensions
Net weight

PAL/NTSC
720(H)X576(V)

PICTURE ELEMENTS
SENSITIVITY

D1
O LUX
850nm
12 LEDs
12m
0.05LUX (F1.2) COLR MODE: 0
LUX (IR ON)
>44DB
1.0VP-P/750

INFRARED SPECTRUM
S/N RATIO
INFRARED LED
VIDEO OUTPUT
audio
mirror
icr

Auto

lens

Auto
Auto
AI/EE
1/50~1/100000
0.45
Auto
On/off

1296(H) X 736(V)

940nm
More than 44dB (AGC Off)
8 LEDs
1 Vp-p, 750 AHD
Optional
Optional
N/A
f2.5mm Megapixel

power consumption
dimensions
net weight
ip rating
operating temperature

130mA

12V DC +10%
160mA+10%
-20°C - 70°C

alert one

scanning system

0 LUX (IR LED On)

power supply

M12xP0.5mm Thread

300g

PAL/NTSC

12V DC

Mega-pixel 3.6mm
(2.8mm/6.0mm for optional)

78 x 62 56 (mm)

1/4” PV2109K

54 (l)x 47 (w)x 68 (H) (mm)
213g
IP67
-30° to +70°C

MINIMUM ILLUMINATION
s/n ratio
video Output

SIDE VIEW

1/3”CMOS
PAL:976H X 582H
NTSC:976HX494V
PAL/NTSC
0.1LUX (F1.2) Colour mode
0 Lux (IR ON)
>50dB
1.0Vp-p/750

motion detection

ON/OFF area selected

privacy mask

ON/OFF area selected

agc
White balance
Backlight Compensation
Exposure Mode
Electronic shutter
gamma correction
sync.system
Mirror
Day/night
Lens
Infrared LED
Infrared LeD Range
Power Supply
Operational temperature

High/Low/Off
ATW/AWB/Indoor/Outdoor
Auto
AI/EE
1/50~1/100000
0.45
Internal Synchronisation
Optional
Auto
3.6mm (2.8mm for option)
18 LED
10m
DC12V
-20°C - 70°

alert one

specification sheet - alpha BALL

specification sheet - alpha NANO

OUR MOST VERSATILE CAMERA

MAKING THE INVISIBLE VISIBLE

dimensions

dimensions

48.50

78.50

16mm

63.00

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

technical information

SIDE VIEW

technical information

image sensor

1/3” CMOS AR0130

image sensor

tv system
picture elements

PAL/NTSC (optional)

resolution
lens angle

sensitivity
scanning system

0 Lux (IR LED On)

synchronisation
s/n ratio

22mm

12mm

50.00

37.00

720 (H) x 576 (V)

Progressive Scan RGB CMOS

s/n ratio
image

PC1058
480TV line
2.8mm (120 degree)
Better than 48dB
No mirror
RCA connector, 1.0vp-p 75ohm

More than 44dB (AGC Off)

Video output
power

auto gain control

Auto

Waterproof

IP68

electronic shutter

Auto

effective pixels

infrared spectrum

850nm

infrared LED
video output
mirror
icr
noise reduction
dynamic range
lens
power supply
power consuption
dimensions
net weight
ip rating
operating temperature

Internal

12v DC (+/-10%)

628 x 586 pixels/PAL, 510 x 496 pixels/NTSC

12 LEDs (o5.0)
1 Vp-p, 750, AHD
Optional
Available
3D
83.5B d
f3.6mm Megapixel
9-18V DC
150mA
78.5 x 63 48.5 (mm)
123g
IP68
-30°C - +70°C

alert one

alert one

contact us

+44(0)1254 679 717

info@vision-techniques.com

www.vision-techniques.com

